
Arizona Sunbeam Owners Club Spring Event 19 February 2012

Take a typical Arizona spring and the fact that V6 Jose Rodriguez was going to be in
California, plus we had not had an “Official” meeting since they tore up the road course
at Phoenix International Raceway and you have the makings of a great event.  

Fellow Darksider Kelly Mathis offered to abduct him from his family in Southern
California if necessary, but fortunately Jose graciously consented to come without
incident.  Kelly picked him up on Saturday afternoon and a few hours later I met them at
a local Mexican restaurant.  After dinner Jose and I got into my Series V conversion with
Kelly following and both were my guests at Casa del Series 6.  I gave them a quick tour
of my meager facilities.  

Next morning we grabbed a quick breakfast and went back to the barn where Kelly and
then Jose got to evaluate my car and inspect the stalled progress on the project car.
Kelly and I took Series 6 out and later Jose and I went out.  We concluded it needed an
axle ratio change and was a little short on power.  That issue will be addressed on the
project which I promised Jose will be well underway soon.  

Jose and Kelly followed me over to the home of Darksider Emeritus Jim Dimond and his
Mrs. Rita offered to host the event.  Jim had worked for 2 days getting the garage just
right.  Here’s the list of the members who attended.

 Check out the cars on the next page!



 

Jim and Rita Dimond (Phoenix)
 Series V Conversion under construction
 British Racing Green

Bert and Mary Snyder (Phoenix)
Series V Conversion built by Jim Dimond
Red-Orange

Dave Green (Tucson)
Mk1 Tiger
Red w/Black Top

Mike and Linda Maguire (Phoenix)
Mk2 Tiger (but brought his Corvette)

George Padwolski (Tucson)
Series 3 under restoration

Bart Parks Jr. (Phoenix)
Tiger and Mustang restoration master



Robert Wright (Phoenix)
S2 Burgundy

Jim and Mary Brinkley (Phoenix)
Mk1 Tiger (302 stroked to 347)
White w/Red stripes

Nick Emmanouilides (Phoenix)
V6 Conversion Blue-Silver

“Don” Jose Rodriguez (Columbia, SA)
 Creator of the V6 Alpine Conversion

Scott Duncan (Saskatchewan)
V6 Conversion in progress

Kelly Mathis (California)
V6 Conversion

As soon as the group assembled, Jose conducted a Q&A for the members.  The
members also got to get a close look at each of the cars in Jim’s driveway.  Jim’s
watchdog Schnitzel stood guard over (actually, under) Jim’s stunning Ford 2.8 engine
displayed in the garage.  Note the valve covers…..



Make sure you count the exhausts on Jim Brinkley’s white/red stroked 302 Tiger….
Hmmmm…. 

We then had lunch where all diets were deemed suspended. Burgers and dogs grilled
to perfection by Mr. Dimond (who appeared to be everywhere doing everything), and
various side dishes. For dessert, Dave’s (Magnificent) brownies had a showdown with
my World Famous Battle Tested Chocolate Chip Cookies.  (Me, biased?  Naaah!)  I
tried to convince the group that they were awful and to leave them to me for disposal.  I
guess I wasn’t very convincing.  Decorated cake and ice cream.  Yikes!    Finally, we
had a photo session where we shot the pictures you see here.  Great event.  Good
friends. Good cars.  Really nice setting.  Going to have to do that again soon.  






